
Platinet Floor Lamp Led 9w Black or 
White

Stylish LED floor lamp with remote control.
Read More

SKU: N/A

Categories: Lamps, Office Accessories, Platinet

Product Description

KEY FEATURES Adjusting the brightness of light Adjusting the color of light Flexible frame Remote control 
and control panel on the lamp MODERN DESIGN PFLU19A lamp is distinguished by a minimalist design, 
thanks to which it will work both in modern and stylish interiors. RELIABLE LED TECHNOLOGY The lamp 
has been equipped with 96 diodes type 3528, which provide strong and energy-saving lighting throughout 
the interior. LIGHT IS ADAPTED TO YOU Illuminate the interior as you want thanks to the ability to adjust 
the brightness and color of light. You can adjust these parameters manually or use the ready modes (Heat 
color, cold color, mixed mode), which you activate with dedicated buttons. The lamp has a flexible arm, with 
which you can conveniently direct the light to a specific place. COMFORTABLE USE Included with the lamp 
comes with a remote control, with which you can conveniently turn on the lighting, and adjust its color and 
color. You can also adjust the settings using the aesthetic touch control panel located on the lamp. Rated 
power: max 9W Charger voltage: AC100-240V 50 / 60Hz Power supply: 24V 0.65A Lighting angle: 120 ° 
Working temperature: - 20-40 ° C Power factor:> 0.4 Type and quantity of LEDs: 3528 * 96PCS CRI:> 80 Ra 
Start time: <0.5 S 60% of the luminous flux value: <1 s 95% of the luminous flux value: <2 s Lifespan: 35,000 
hours Rated lamp durability: 35,000 hours Number of on / off cycles: 15,000 Degree of protection IP: IP20 
Dimensions: 196 * 210mm base The lumen maintenance factor at the end of the nominal durability period:> 
0.7 The lamp is not intended for accent lighting Package dimensions: 460 × 275 × 280mm Base 21cm Arm 
195cm
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